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Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is a powerful atomic force 
microscope (AFM)-based technique to measure the local variations of surface 
potential at the nanoscale. It operates by detecting the difference of the work 
function between a fixed substrate and a conducting movable probe. By 
modulating the applied potential on the probe until the electric force between 
sample and tip is extinguished, it is possible to determine the local potential of 
the surface. KPFM has been extensively used to characterize the electrical 
properties of a wide variety of samples, from semiconductors to biomolecules 
[1]. As KPFM spatial resolution is intrinsically limited by the long range of the 
electrostatic interaction, many contributions on this technique are aimed to 
improve this feature. Some of them include operating in high vacuum and the 
development of specialized probes to operate in ambient conditions as, for 
example, the use of carbon nanotubes or coaxial AFM probes that are 
electrically shielded everywhere except the very end of the tip [2].  

Here we present the use of standard silicon tips modified by the 
deposition of gold nanoparticles. These tips have recently shown to improve the 
aspect ratios and spatial resolution of AFM images [3]. The silicon tips are 
modified by deposition of nanoclusters of nominal diameter of 2-3 nm under 
ultrahigh vacuum conditions using an ion cluster source. In an attempt to extend 
this enhancement of the resolution and sensitivity to the electrical 
measurements under ambient conditions, we have performed a KPFM analysis 
of several samples that include Au and Ag nanoparticles, graphene flakes on 
silicon dioxide, single-wall carbon nanotubes and double-stranded DNA 
molecules. The results are compared with similar measurements performed 
with conventional metallic tips (PtIr5 coated tips). We show that both, 
topography and surface potential images present evident improvements when 
recorded with Au-nanoparticle modified tips. 
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